BC Dining and Student Groups Partner to Compost in Mac

by Chris Russo

Boston College Dining Services will partner with the Undergraduate Government of Boston College’s environmental caucus, EcoPledge of BC, and the Office of Sustainability to begin a composting effort in McElroy Commons after Spring Break.

“The initiative will educate students to self-sort,” said Leora L’Heureux, a dining manager at McElroy.

Students in green shirts will be standing by the trash bins for the first week of the implementation, educating students on which bins to place their trash in. The goal is for students to learn how to sort food waste from recyclables and trash. L’Heureux hopes that by having these students directing the trash disposal, students will become used to the idea of composting.

The Office of Sustainability will supply customized tops with different-shaped holes to go on top of the bins in the trash area. The recycling bin’s hole will be a circle while the composting bin’s will be a square.

“We’re hoping that the puzzle piece [tops] will help with the composting effort because it’s visual,” L’Heureux said.

Carolyn Townsend, the director of environment and sustainability programming in Student Initiatives, a branch of UGBC, believes the tops will encourage students to sort their waste.
“Students will have to think about where they are going to put their waste rather than just throwing their trash in the nearest bin,” she said.

This is not the first time BC Dining has worked with students to try to implement composting in Carney. There have been several efforts over the last few years, but L’Heureux hopes that student representatives monitoring the stations and the new bin tops will help the effort become more successful.

Just last month, BC Dining added bright-yellow composting bins to Carney with signs over the bins indicating what food items belong in the composting bin. Due to a high contamination rate with non-food items ending up in the bins, the bins only lasted a few days. The company that carts away the compost informed BC Dining that the compost they were receiving had too much cross-contamination, and they would not continue to pick up the compost unless the contamination significantly decreased.

“[The student groups] weren’t prepared,” L’Heureux said. “They didn’t know how much work it entailed. They felt like they weren’t doing enough to get the word out there.”

Townsend attributed the failing of the composting effort to poor signage and the bins not having lids.

“Since the last trial we have regrouped and strategized how to successfully implement our next campaign after spring break,” Townsend said.

Michael Forcier, general manager of McElroy, believes that having the students in green shirts directing students during peak dinner hours will improve the composting effort.

“In order for it to be successful, the students have to show up and be behind that wall,” Forcier said.

If the composting effort goes well, L’Heureux and Forcier will encourage Stuart Dining Hall to implement composting as well.

“We are hoping that we can permanently implement composting at every dining hall on campus,” Townsend said. “We also hope that students will understand the importance of composting as a way to reduce waste and that they will value the importance of conscious consumerism.”
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